Included in this document is an atheistic soul model that ties into my own ideology of the laws of nature. I learned elements of this theory through being a victim of neuroweaponry. I believe I am an experimentation subject for soul science.
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The following are my conclusions and theories on soul science with a foundation in scientific ideology instead of religious. Public scientific inquiry will end up examining the possibilities of the soul within the field of neuroscience in the next 25 years.

**Soul Science - Soul Theory:**
- the soul is scientifically observable
- the soul is scientifically measurable
- the basis of consciousness is the soul
- the focal point of perception is the soul
- reincarnation will eventually be scientific observation
- the soul binds to biological sources. For example a rock does not have a bodied soul (however in my belief system everything has a spirit, including rocks).
- parts of the brain have soul presence, this soul presence can be negated, altered, or augmented via neuroscience techniques
- the soul has attributes which are acquired through cumulative mechanics of consciousness such as judgment, one's point of view, one's tastes, one's behavior, etc. A soul can have spiritual purity or spiritual perversion.
- the soul is categorized in universal aspects, each individual component of reality is a universal aspect. In other words the aspects of the universe or the library of concepts in the universe are part of the fabric of the soul when created (to later be filled with dark or light attributes).
- every universal aspect has basis in consciousness
- the soul is dualistic, dark and light polarity is present (a model of the soul: one or the other: dark or light)
- theory: the soul is created by natural law mechanics, if a new body is being conceived a disembodied soul can be technologically placed in a body, if no soul is incarnated within a certain time a new soul is generated by universally present mechanics
- theory: a spiritual field in all points of the universe leads to the creation of soul
- a new soul can be induced from the universe scientifically
- a soul has a birth and a death (this is how an infinite universe can create new beings)
How to Scientifically Discover the Soul

• brainwave monitoring and artificial intelligence are scientific mediums for the scientific discovery of soul
• the soul can be observed by temporarily removing the soul's presence from a specific area of the brain and observing personality attributes missing (certain electromagnetic [RF] frequencies + modulation remove soul presence from mental attributes) - this may take some judgment to figure out
• logic: find the area of the brain responsible for consciousness (this can be potentially deduced by blacking out consciousness - blackout frequency and modulation), examine what exactly in that area of the brain is so miraculous it leads to consciousness (you may find nothing) - the answer it is not the brain, it is the soul
• the soul is synergistic with genetics and neurological values, in this relationship it appears modern science has misdiagnosed a synergy as more one dimensional
• soul cancelation frequency - perhaps the same RF frequency is responsible for soul cancelation in any area of the brain - observation while different areas of the brain are hit with an exact soul cancelation frequency would be ironic evidence that soul exists
• how soul interacts through the brain obscures a definitive and easy to identify presence of the soul
• modern neuroscience stating chemistry is the basis of consciousness is flawed - theory: consciousness is based in electromagnetism (brainwaves)
• there is inter-planar technology that can move a soul after death, also incarnate a soul - neural monitoring can reasonably observe a soul in multiple lifetimes
attributes of the soul:

- trinary natural law system - the mechanics of consciousness: neurological, genetic, and soulular
- personality / character
- taste - a person's entire library of tastes are part of neurological, genetic, and soulular attributes (e.g. a person's musical taste)
- dexterity / coordination / body movements
- polarity: purity or impurity - good vs. evil
- attributes can span the full spectrum of categories in the universe - universal aspects
- neurally removing soul attributes appears to degrade or negate discernment of mind control
- an Ai science called deep learning seeks to mimic the brain (i.e. artificial neural networks), it is assumable that deep learning science will evolve into what is seen in the below infographic after soul is scientifically observable

---

**Core Deep Learning Ai Model**

**Neurological - Artificial Neural Networks**

**Genetic - Helix Mapping**

**Soulular - Algorithmic Soul**

**Universal Aspects™ Multimedia**
Soul Science Futurism

- soul mates - twin flames (reincarnational union)
- soul family (incarnational parents, siblings, and children)
- soul companions (e.g. two soul mate cats)
- reincarnational assets - reincarnational property - reincarnational spaceships (superluminal vehicles)

"Reincarnation as a science is an opportunity for realistic soul mates." ~Phillip Walker
The name **Universal Aspects™** is inspired by the aspects of the universe. Each individual component of reality is a universal aspect. For example the color black is an aspect, human is also an aspect of the universe...

https://www.universalaspects.io/

Universal Aspects™ does not restrict our multimedia to only those who pay:

* music is offered for free / donation: [https://label.universalaspects.com/](https://label.universalaspects.com/)
* films release on youtube: [http://aspect.li/Films](http://aspect.li/Films)
* websites are free of charge: [http://aspect.li/Web](http://aspect.li/Web)
* books we release also come in free PDF: [Free PDF Library](http://aspect.li/)
* we are a company with altruistic intent, activism & values before profit.
* see our business model: [http://aspect.li/BusinessModel](http://aspect.li/BusinessModel)

**Universal Aspects™ Documents:**


[Concise Guide to Ethical Branding & NLP](https://www.universalaspects.io/multimedia/biz/tips/)


**Universal Aspects™ Multimedia Project: Music Organization:** [DarkSynth.org](http://aspect.li/DarkSynth)

**Universal Aspects™ Social Media:**

[https://twitter.com/ImmortalArtform](https://twitter.com/ImmortalArtform)
[https://www.facebook.com/UniversalAspects](https://www.facebook.com/UniversalAspects)
[https://www.youtube.com/c/UniversalAspects](https://www.youtube.com/c/UniversalAspects)
Open Movement

**ethos for open science:**
- free or affordable healthcare
- cures over profit
- decentralization of frequency science

**ethos for open research:**
- intellectual honesty in scientific inquiry
- accuracy over agenda
- transparency with methodology

**ethos for open data:**
- collective knowledge
- improving the internet
- open education

**ethos for open government:**
- transparency
- public oversight
- elimination of criminal state secrecy

**ethos for open education:**
- eliminating the debt culture of modern society
- free knowledge for those who seek it
- free education promotes voluntary schooling instead of forced education

https://openmovement.wiki/
https://www.openmovement.info/
**Phillip Walker Bio:** independent music producer, independent author, graphic designer, filmmaker / videographer, amateur photographer, webmaster, activist, futurist, entrepreneur, targeted individual, whistleblower, and researcher. I am a heretic, a street historian, and a de-occultist who identifies with altruism, the artistic and the esoteric.

Some of the subjects that interest me are music / sound, photography, the arts, language - words, social progress, decentralization, self development & self discovery, black project science, the electromagnetic spectrum, technology (BCI & Ai), the tactics of warfare, de-occultism, history, the future, universal aspects & archetypes, and the natural laws of the universe.

I dedicated my life to assisting the planet when I was about 15-17. I enjoy making music and art, writing, the internet, activism of several types, purity, opposing evil and it's systems of control, making informational films, thinking about the future and more or less assisting any innocent being find their way to good fortune. Two words I live by are Truth & Progress. I believe in the open movement, de-corrupting the world, helping others in need, free will, dedication, being faithful, intellectual honesty, transparency, emancipation, actions with integrity or honesty, disillusionment, decentralization, prevention of crime and war, the evolution of society, caring for the planetary ecosystem, and overall being responsible stewards of our planet and solar system. I am a dedicated activist who agrees with social idealism and the militaristic destruction of evil.

In 2017 I founded the multimedia company Universal Aspects™ and through my multimedia company have dedicated my time almost every day since to inform the public about the war crimes I have witnessed.

---

**De-Occultist definition**

someone who reveals hidden knowledge, particularly for collective gain.

**Tenets:** truth. progress. dedication. discernment. human rights. free will. collective gain.

**Ideology:** emancipation. disillusionment. transparency. decentralization. philosophy. creative arts. justice.

The de-occultist is an antithesis of brainwashing & illusion.

(definition from my website: [www.occultdictionary.com](http://www.occultdictionary.com))